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Welcome to EFI MarketDirect Cross Media 8.4.3 

EFI MarketDirect Cross Media (formerly DirectSmile Cross Media) is an all-in-one web-based (HTML5) cross-
media marketing tool for designing campaigns with web, email, print, and SMS elements.  

The Cross Media 8.5 release notes introduce new features, enhancements, and reports on various issues 
resolved since the release of v. 8.4.  

For those new to Cross Media v. 8.x 

Cross Media v. 8.0 introduces several exciting changes. First, we have re-branded the entire product line under 
EFI’s new customer engagement platform, MarketDirect. The same great team in Berlin, along with team 
members around the world, continue to develop and support this unique product line. Second, we have 
completely re-engineered the designer and account management/administration functionality to use HTML5. 
With the exception of the Print Workflow editor in VDP Enterprise (formerly known as the Integration Server), 
Silverlight is no longer necessary to create brilliant new cross-media campaigns. 

Existing customers can continue to execute version 7.8 campaigns, as well as create new Classic (Silverlight) 
Campaigns in version 8. Although, the old functionality is still available we hope you will begin to explore the new 
SmartCampaign Designer. Note that Classic Campaigns cannot be automatically converted to SmartCampaigns. 
In addition to rewriting the SmartCampaign Designer in HTML5 with broad browser support, the new version of 
the Designer introduces many new enhancements touched on below. 

Cross Media v. 7 rendering technology was developed to support the capabilities of legacy browsers, and was 
not optimized for the modern web. Version 8 features a completely rewritten design/rendering engine that offers 
native support for multiple devices, HTML5, and CSS 3. Version 8 also introduces a new and concise separate 
email rendering engine, made for a vast list of clients, with support for responsive email designs. A rewritten 
marketing automation engine is much easier to use and more transparent, while adding more powerful 
automation than was available with Classic Campaigns. 

Please visit this self-paced, online tutorial to learn more about designing SmartCampaigns, 
https://tinyurl.com/yaxdoyet. 

We hope you enjoy the changes we have made during the past two years. The entire team at EFI is proud to be 
a partner in your business. 

 

  

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftinyurl.com%2Fyaxdoyet&data=02%7C01%7CTim.Daisy%40efi.com%7C9091c9facf57477872fd08d64982156f%7C3fe4532499b245c397517034bae71475%7C0%7C0%7C636777220384122668&sdata=OWPIZg5koNuQ9WglxwV9m8y9xTlXO7hvRhmo1wtxMeo%3D&reserved=0
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Contact Information 

EFI Support 

Web Site: https://customer.efi.com 

US Phone: 1.855.EFI.4HLP / +1 412-690-4321 

UK Phone: +44 (0) 800.783.2737 

EU Phone: +31 20 658 8080     

APAC Phone: +61 7 3625 9200 

South 
America 

Phone: 
+1 412-690-4321 

E-Mail: dsm-support@efi.com  

Note For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software, 
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of 
issues. 

EFI Professional Services 

US Phone: 651.365.5321 

US Fax: 651.365.5334 

E-Mail: ProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com 

Note EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This 
group can also help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software, plus offers a range of 
training options. 

How to Obtain & Apply the Software 

• Self-hosted customers: To schedule your Cross Media upgrade to the latest version, please visit 
http://update.directsmile.com.  

• EFI-hosted customers: You will be contacted via email and updated automatically. 

  

https://customer.efi.com/
mailto:dsm-support@efi.com
mailto:ProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com
http://update.directsmile.com/
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New Features / Enhancements in Cross Media 8.4 

Theme Management 

The new theme management features organize themes so they are easier to access and preview, and it 
simplifies the process of saving your own custom themes. The updated Theme tab in the Campaign Wizard 
gives you the ability to select a category so you can easily find a specific theme. Also, you can preview a generic 
version of the Web, Email, and Print media elements of each theme by clicking the preview buttons.  

 

The Theme Property in the Web media element gives you total control over creating new and updating existing 
themes. You can also create custom categories you can access from the Theme Tab.  

 

 

Addition of Hidden Form Fields 

There are certain use cases where a form field needs to be hidden from an end user, but is still available to 
update a field in the database. We’ve added an option on text fields to hide the field on display to the user. When 
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editing or creating a form, selecting the edit (pencil) icon of a text field opens the Textbox window. Select “Is 
hidden” to hide the field on the web page. 

 

 

Import Campaigns from the Home Screen 

In previous versions of Cross Media, zipped campaign files could only be imported after a campaign was already 
open. The new Import Campaign option in the Home menu allows you to import a campaign without having to 
open an existing campaign.  

 

 

SMS Configuration Now Supports Dedicated Accounts 

For users that own licenses for multiple dedicated Cross Media accounts, you can now create SMS 
configurations per account, or globally for all accounts. Designers can now configure their SMS Account without 
server admin keys from the Home menu: 
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With Server Admin Keys, a designer can either create or edit their SMS configuration for the current dedicated 
account or a server-wide, i.e., all dedicated accounts, configuration: 

 

Note that a change to the server wide sms.xml will not override account-specific sms.xml configurations. 

Advanced Data Applications Extension Items 

We have moved the Advanced Data Applications in the SmartWeb Designer from Beta to General Release. 
These web extension items are designed to view and edit campaign data with advanced functionality. Tutorials  
for these items can be found by clicking the Help icon and selecting the Tutorials link. Items added to the original 
Beta applications in 8.3 include: 

• The ability to write cookie data (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4023) 

• The ability to add links to child elements of repeaters (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3991) 

• The ability to select multiple fields when using easy search mode. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3992) 
 

Copy and Paste of Multiple Items in SmartWeb HTML Tree 

Copying and pasting multiple distinct items is now much easier. Ctrl-select the extension items or branches in the 
tree, and paste them below another selected item. This is a time saver when working within the HTML tree of the 
SmartWeb designer. 

 

Support for 2D DataMatrix Barcode 

DataMatrix Barcode is added to the list of supported barcodes types. This can be selected when adding a 
barcode to a print document. 
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pURL Visitors Can Download a Data Table 

Enhanced database flexibility allows a pURL designer to share data with pURL visitors by giving them the ability 
to download a data relation table. First, the pURL designer must give the data relation table the Web API 
permission to Read Records. Then, using the Data Table extension item, under Display Options, select Export: 

 

On the pURL, a visitor can now export the table to CSV, XLS, or XLSx: 

          

 

pURL Visitors Can Edit a Data Table Record and Delete a Table Record 

In addition to the ability to export data tables, pURL visitors can now be given access to EDIT records in the 
table. This could be useful when creating web pages for specific users to update data in a communication or 
marketing campaign. It is ALWAYS good practice to password protect these pages and Cross Media will remind 
you of this whenever you add a Data Table extension item to your web page.  

Add a Data Table extension item to you page and check Page link under display options. This gives you the 
ability to send the user to a page where another data relation table can collect the edits. 
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pURL visitors can also be given the ability to DELETE records in a table with the new Button action called 
“Delete current data relation record.” 

 

 

Additional Rights Management for Data Relations WebAPI Calls; Encryption; Synchronization 
UI Enhancement 

We’ve added additional user rights management for visitors who open a pURL that contains a shared data 
relation table. This new functionality, in addition to the existing read/ write / delete options, make it possible to 
specify which options specific pURL visitors can access. These new tools can be accessed by clicking the 
wrench in the Web API settings of a data relation table. 
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In addition to the new rights management, we have encrypted sensitive login information stored for data relations 
preventing possible attacks on the server. 

Synchronizing a data relation table to the campaign database has now become much easier. A typical 
synchronization process includes mapping data relation columns to their corresponding campaign database 
column. In the case where there is no matching column in the campaign database, the user can now create that 
column by selecting it from a dropdown list of available campaign database columns.  

 

New Features / Enhancements in Cross Media 8.3  

GDPR Feature – Ability to Delete Documents from Print Workflow in Cross Media Professional 
and VDP Enterprise 
We’ve added a feature in the Print Workflow that allows administrators to delete rendered PDF documents. This 
can be helpful when customers ask for the deletion of potentially personal information from the server for GDPR 
compliance. This feature can also be accessed through the VDP Enterprise API. 

Administrators can select the “eraser” icon in the list of production jobs to delete the PDF. 
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NEW Tutorials Page 

We continue to add videos and helpful blog posts from our product team to make the most of your investment in 
Cross Media. Reach this page from the Help menu in the upper right of the designer and click Tutorials. 
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BETA FEATURE: Gmail Promotion Tab 

This feature uses new Gmail functionality that is in a state of flux. We are looking for feedback on the 
success of your emails appearing in the Promotions tab. Please direct your feedback through EFI Support to 
the Cross Media product manager. 

The Gmail mobile application includes a “Promotions” tab which sorts emails marked as promotions. Cross 
Media 8.3 offers new Promotion Tab properties which can drive your email to this new Gmail Tab. 
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Size and Position Tool 

The new Size & Position tool in the Print Designer allows administrative users to move and place the items on 
their print documents based on their reference points. To use the tool, select an item and open the Layout tab. 
The default reference point is middle-center.  

 

File Download Counter 

This new counter in the User Images data relation allows campaign designers to track the number of times a file 
(image, PDF, etc.) is downloaded from a campaign webpage. For example, a campaign for dog food may allow 
users to upload images of their pets to the site while allowing others to download those same images. This 
counter will track how many times the image was downloaded. The data is stored in the User Images data 
relation under the new column, DownloadCount. 
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Data Relation Button Action 

A new Data relation button action has been added to the Workflow Automation designer which gives campaign 
designers the ability to automate data relation button items within their workflow. Adding the action to the 
workflow gives the designer access to the button actions for each data relation table. 

   

 

Email Dashboard Widget 

Dashboards can now be configured with the Email Statistics charts Unique Email Opens and Unsubscribers. In 
addition, the “rate” (percentage) can be configured to be displayed by clicking the setup icon of the widget. 
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Emails Can Be Extracted as HTML for Testing Purposes 

When sending a test email from the Storyboard or from the Email design menu, users can now click “Show 
Html”. This is a handy feature for doing email testing with services such as Litmus. 

 

 

Form Error Messages Can Be Formatted 

If a form has a required field and it is left blank, then it will display an error message to the page visitor: 

 

In addition to the text style, we have added the ability to format the Background, Border Color, and Font Color: 

 

 

VDP Documents Can Be Printed Directly from the Smart Canvas Print Designer 

This highly sought after customer request is now part of the Print Designer, which gives designers the ability to 
print VDP documents directly from the designer interface with full access to the VDP Enterprise print controls. 
Controls include splitting the print job into record blocks, selecting output presets, and impositions. 

Access this new feature from the Print menu, 
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to open the following dialogue: 

 

Rendering of the PDF can be controlled through setting block parameters, which will print individual PDFs for 
each block. Using the “Create test PDF” button allows a quick check of the output preset and imposition without 
printing the entire VDP document. Use Enable Cache if the file has already been rendered and there are no 
changes to the document. This will speed up production of the file. 

After hitting the “Print” button, file progress is displayed and made available to open: 
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Personal Identifiers removed from Password-protected pURLs 

In our constant effort to protect user data, we have removed personal identifiers from password-protected URLs. 
Password-protected pURLs can no longer be copied and shared without requiring re-authentication of username 
and password.  

NOTE FOR CHROME USERS: Unless turned off, Chrome will retain password and username cookies allowing 
an individual to re-use the URL without re-authentication.  

Image Upload Extension Item 

A new extension item, , has been added, which gives your pURL visitors the ability to upload images to the 
“uploaded images” database.  

After placing the extension item on the page, set up the upload settings and Image Database metadata. 

 

To store meta-data, create a data relation from the Database menu: 
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Added Output Presets and Impositions to Workflow Automation Print-related Actions 

From any print-related action in the Workflow Automation,  

 

impositions and output presets created in the VDP Enterprise / Administration backend can be selected from two 
dropdowns: 
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Support for Optivo Email SMTP Added 
In addition to Sendgrid, we have now added support for configuring Optivo SMTP server(s). Optivo Madator ID, 
Transaction mail token, and Transaction mailing ID can be configured in the dedicated Optivo tab under Email 
settings from the Email designer menu.  

 

 

Campaigns Can Be Renamed 
Campaigns can now be renamed from the Open Campaigns menu by selecting the campaign and hitting the 
pencil (edit) icon.  

 

 

 

New Marketing Portal User-type Added: Restrict Database Access 

When creating a Marketing Portal User (Cross Media Professional version), the user can be restricted to no 
database access. Users with this feature selected can create and edit Marketing Portal campaigns but cannot 
import or create new contacts. The first record of the database is available to display the media, but it cannot be 
changed. 
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Imposition Cutmark controls added in Cross Media and VDP Enterprise 

Enable cutmarks and Distance were added to the Imposition Manager. The Distance control changes the 
distance of the cutmark from the corner of the document. 

    

 

CTRL-e / CTRL-d brings up an Errors/ Database Panel 
The new errors and database panels can be displayed with CTRL-e or CTRL-d from within the campaign 

designer. In addition, the up-arrow icon, , at the bottom of the navigation panel will bring up the Errors/ 
Database panel. 
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Repeating Workflow Action Execution 
Workflow automation actions can now be set to repeat within a set period, or on specific days, for all 
records or for new records. A simple use case is a “Welcome to our Product Family” email campaign 
that triggers an email every hour to anyone that has registered a product within the past hour. Access 
this feature by checking the “Repeating execution” checkbox in the Action configuration panel. 

  

 

 

Assign Button Actions to Workflow Action 

Button actions can now be assigned to specific workflow actions. When combined with the “Repeating execution” 
feature described above, this can be very useful in triggering a repeat action after a web site button click. For 
example, a campaign may contain a blog. When a new blog post has been published, a button or link can be 
created that executes an email to all participants in the campaign that a new blog has been posted. 

Note – the workflow action must have a unique name. Be sure to “Rename” the action so it can be selected from 
the button action. 
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VDP Enterprise Print Production Workflow and Impositions Now HTML5 
The Silverlight UI for the Print Production Workflow is now available in HTML5. This feature is for customers of 
VDP Enterprise and Cross Media Professional. 

 

Certain functionality is not available in HTML5:  

• Orders Tab as visible in Silverlight workflow 

• Delivery Note Designer 

• Custom States in Workflow Settings 

• Job Templates Builder and Job Templates 

• Conditions for assigned documents 

• Enable automatic PDF proof 

• Column selection for Order items 

Add/Remove Records to Tester Bucket from Database; Send Test Email 
A timesaving action has been added to the Test workflow. Now, directly from the database, records can be 
added or removed from the Test bucket by right-clicking on the record.  

 
 

Additionally, test emails can be sent: 
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NOTE: The “Add to tester bucket” menu item will not appear if the Tester bucket was renamed in the data 
environment. In the Tester workflow, rename the Tester buck DSM_Tester. 
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Import HTML into a Web or Email Media Type 
For developers, it is now possible to import HTML when adding a new media type to the storyboard 
by selecting Import HTML Package from the New Media window. This feature is for advanced users. 
HTML media imports cannot be edited within the Email or Web designers. Developer information can 
be found on your server at 
http://<yourservername>/static/documentations/htmlimport/htmlimport.html. 

  

 
 

Remove Tester Events and Re-run Tester Workflows 
The tester bucket and attached workflows is a powerful way of assuring the quality of a workflow 
automation. This new feature allows a user to quickly remove all events from previous tests and re-
execute the action, saving time and increasing campaign quality. 

After adding records to the tester bucket and connecting the bucket to an action, execute the action. 
Note the events attached to the records and the completed downstream actions. To re-run the 
workflow, click on any white space in the workflow and then press “Delete tester events” and execute 
the action again. 
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Ability to Disable Custom HTML 

Forms contain the ability to add custom HTML. In some cases, quickly disabling the HTML is necessary. In the 
form designer, select the “Disable custom Html” checkbox. 

 

Control Workflow Automation Actions to 5 minute Intervals 

Added the ability to limit actions to a select number of records per 5 minutes. The most common use case is the 
Send Email action where a user may wish to throttle the number of emails that are sent. Set the “Records per 5 
minutes” to the quantity desired. 
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Show/Hide Database on all Media Designers 

Open the database on the Email, Web, and Print designers by clicking the database icon. This allows for quickly 
selecting a record in the database to view in the specific media. Note that the keyboard shortcut is dependent on 
the browser and operating system. 

 

 

CTRL-Q Navigation 

A new keyboard shortcut has been added to quickly move from one designer to another saving valuable 
keystrokes. 

 

 

New Themes can be created from the Campaign Wizard 

New themes can be created with the proper media types by selecting “Use campaign to create a new theme” on 
the bottom left of the Campaign Wizard. To create a theme from scratch, select the blank “From Scratch” theme 
in the Theme step of the wizard. To create a new theme based on an existing theme, select the existing theme 
from the Theme step of the wizard. In this case, note that ALL stripes are included and can be edited as needed. 
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SMS Edit Pane Shows Character Count 

When editing an SMS media type on the SMS Designer, the character count is indicated on the bottom right of 
the preview. For western character sets, an indicator will show that a second SMS will be sent after 160 
characters. For character sets such as Japanese, the second SMS indicator will be after 70 characters. 

 

 

Added “Print Page” as a Link-mode 

A link on a page can now open the print dialogue on the local user’s machine for instances where printing the 
web page may be appropriate. Printing is limited to the idiosyncrasies of printing web content to a page. 
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Hashed Passwords and Password Reset 

Campaigns can now include hashed (hidden) passwords in the database, and automatically integrate a 
password reset into the campaign. Usage instructions can be found through EFI Support. 

Page Links Can Be Assigned to a Button Action 

Link Target Types that are a Page-Link can now be assigned a button action. The Target page must be a 
personalized page. Static pages hide the option. 

 

 

SystemID Can Now Be Viewed in “About EFI MarketDirect” 

For security, Server Admin Keys are required to show the SystemID in the “About EFI MarketDirect” window. The 
SystemID is used when reporting support cases. The SystemId will only appear if the Server Admin keys have 
been entered in the user account.  

     

 

 

Added <= and >= to Switches 

In Classic Campaigns, this was called an inverted switch. These new operators provide greater flexibility with 
switches. 
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Parallax Background Images 

Modern background image type Parallax, , has been added to the design toolbox to allow the control of the 
scroll speed of a background image relative to other elements within the stripe.  

, 

You can edit and add to the four default elements attached to the extension item, which include three image 
groups and a headline. Setting the Scroll Speed for the extension item controls the effect of the offset scroll 
speeds. 
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Synchronized Database Columns Can be Configured to Confirm Changes 

A feature originally found in Classic Campaigns is now available in SmartCampaigns. The feature is typically 
used when creating a data relation with an external database such as Saleforce.com or Microsoft Dynamics, and 
will flag synchronization changes for selected database columns for review. 

After a data relation has been created, and the synchronization settings have been set, individual 
CampaignDatabase columns can be marked as “Needs Synchronization:” 

 

 

 

If a field in this column is changed, the number of synchronization errors are visible after synching: 

 

 

 

When clicked, the changed fields can be confirmed or thrown away. 

Error Message for Duplicate Entries 

A campaign using data relation tables can be configured to check for duplicate entries into a campaign form. For 
example, a campaign may be used to register participants in an event. In order to prevent duplicate records, the 
data relation can be configured to check for duplicate email addresses. This new Error Message feature allows 
the campaign designer to present a message to the campaign participant when a duplicate is entered. 

To create a duplicate check error message: 

1. Open your campaign.  
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2. Click  > Databases > Add New.  
3. Create a new Internal Database.  
4. Select the Campaign Database you are using in the Please select the data relation table window.  
5. Enter a name for your new database.  
6. Click the Duplicate Check button for the appropriate field in the Columns list.  

  
 

7. Select the Throw error box.  

 

8. Enter your custom error message.  
i. If you do not enter a custom error message, a default message will appear.  

9. Choose your campaign from the Campaign drop-down list.  
a. The duplicate error message will only work for selected campaigns, even if the campaigns are 

using the same Campaign Database.  
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10. Open the appropriate form.  
11. Click for the appropriate form field.  
12. Choose the database column from Field drop-down list that is set up as a duplicate check.  

 
 

13. Set your Button Action to Register.  
14. Open your Media Element.  
15. Drag and drop the Group extension item onto the Layout Tree pane.  
16. Connect the Form and the Text extension items to the Group item.  
17. Select the appropriate form in the Form Data box in the Properties pane.  
18. Enter dsm_errormessage into the text field.  

a. When a duplicate is entered into the designated field, the text box will display your error message.  
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19. Save your campaign.  

New Features / Enhancements in Cross Media 8.2 

Static Home Page Post to Facebook 

You can now post Static Home Pages to a specific Facebook account as a lead generation opportunity for your 
campaign. From the Web Editor for a Static-Home page, specify:  

(1) Page Title: the title of the Facebook post. 

(2) Social Share Text: the descriptive text (e.g., an invitation or offer).  

(3) Social Share Image: an image to be displayed in Facebook.  

When the campaign begins, click Share Static-Home Page on Facebook to be directed to the Facebook login 
screen. Note that this new feature is specifically for sharing a campaign on a known Facebook page because 
login credentials must be known and entered when the campaign is executed. Credentials are not stored in the 
database for automated execution. 

           

 

Notes on the Facebook Sharing API 
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When making changes to the Page Title, Description, and/or Image, Facebook will continue to hold the original 
information in cache, and you may not see the changes in your post. The only way to force the cache to clear is 
by using the Facebook Sharing Debugger at https://developers.facebook.com/tools/debug/. Paste the URL for 
your campaign, i.e., http://register.cocacola.com/campaignname, into the debugger, click Debug, and then 
Scrape. This clears the cache and will use the last saved Page Title, Description, and Image from your 
campaign. 

New Event Extension Items 

A powerful new set of Event extension items enable you to add event sign-ups to your campaign.  

 

 

The event extension items automatically create an Event Sessions data relation that can be edited for 
further customization. Features include: 

• Limiting and displaying available seats. 

• Exclusion of events based on selection. 

• Selection timer that temporarily reserves seats until they are either confirmed or the timer runs out. 

 

https://developers.facebook.com/tools/debug/
http://register.cocacola.com/campaignname
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Link, Headline, Text, Group Height Definition 

Within the email designer, users can now define the height of the Link, Headline, and Text extension items. 
Group items can also have height definition for vertical, horizontal and drop column. 

 

New Print Shop Self-Promotion Theme 

We’ve added another theme for print shops. This is also a great theme for first-time Cross Media users. 

 

 

Documents Available to be Placed on a Webpage 

The new Document in Purl extension item, , has been added. This extension item allows the placement of 
a print document created in the campaign to be placed on a webpage. Drag the extension item onto the HTML 
pane: 

  

Reference the document in the properties pane: 
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Hamburger Menu Available for Navigation Bar 

The hamburger menu is the three-lined icon commonly used on a mobile page to indicate a list: 

 

This feature has been added to the NavBar extension item, , as a selectable property:

 

 

JavaScript Added to Data Relations 

JavaScript is now available for manipulating data in a table or tables of a cross media campaign. This powerful 
new feature, designed for those with experience in JavaScript, can be used to manipulate data with a table 
and/or combine the data of two tables. Scripting can be accessed from the Database of your campaign by adding 
a table of the type “jsRelation.”  
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Full documentation can be found when opening the Script editor from the link, “Open documentation.” 

 

 

Assign Colors to SVG Objects  

You can assign up to two colors when importing an SVG object into the SmartWeb designer. 
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Send Test email in Gmail Mode 

A new option on the Send test mail dialog, on the Storyboard and the email editor, allows the test email to be 
sent in Gmail Mode, which removes the automated email formatting for Outlook and Yahoo.  
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Importing and Exporting Databases available within the internal database 

Importing and Exporting Databases is available within the internal database. From the default database of a 
campaign, Export database and Import database are now available options on the pull-down menu. 

 

 

Additional background images enabled in emails 

Background images can now be associated with Headline, Group, Text, and HTML extension items. Also, 
background images can be applied to an entire email in the root properties.  

 

Test emails from the email editor 

Previously, you could only send test emails from the Storyboard. You can now send emails directly from the 
email editor. 

 

 

Copy Entire Emails 

You can copy an entire email to a new email by right-clicking the Page-Bar in the “from” email and selecting 
Copy Item, and right-clicking in the Page-Bar in the “destination” email and selecting Paste Item. This will 
replace the entire contents of the destination. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2575) 
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Paste 

 

 

Test SMS messages sent from the SMS editor 

During SMS design, clicking the Send SMS button will send a test SMS to the selected record in the database. 
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New Features / Enhancements in Cross Media 8.1  

Links can Execute Scripts 

Similar to button scripts, links can now have associated JavaScripts.  
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Uploading Company Logo  

You can now upload the company logo inside the company data section of the database view. 

 

Order of Social Media Links in Email Share Items 

You can now change the order of social media links in email share items. You can specify the order in which they are 
displayed using a new Position property in each social media icon share item. 

  

Issues Resolved in Cross Media 8.4.3 

• Resolved Low-Resolution Pixel Perfect Text Box on Template Load 

In isolated circumstances, the pixel perfect resolution was blurry during initial loading of the 

SmartCanvas template. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3823) 

• Create New Theme for Non-English Media 

Resolved an issue where theme creation failed due to media names not matching required English 

language names. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4179) 

• Corrected Japanese Translation in Export Campaign Window 

The “Export to campaign templates” option in the Export campaign window had the incorrect Japanese 

translation. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4276) 

• Fixed Data Relations Password Parameters 

Issue caused a failure when integrating with CRM applications. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4282) 

• Fixed Email HTML Item 

Desktop width was incorrectly ignored. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4171) 
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• Send Test Email Takes Wrong Email Template 

Resolved the issue where sending a test email results in the wrong email template. (Issue Reference: 

DIRSMILE-4256)  

• Spot Color Outline Resolved (VDP Desktop and VDP Enterprise) 

Resolved the issue of spot color outlines reverting to black. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4144) 

• Unchecked Data Relation Column Throws Error When Used in Form 

Data relation columns that are not marked as available, or if the data relation is not assigned to the 

current campaign, will now create an error when used in a form. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4247, 

DIRSMILE-4248, DIRSMILE-4242) 

• Data Relation Filter is Applied to All Data Relations 

Resolved an issue where quick filters applied to a data relation column can sometimes impact the filter 

in another data relation. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4214) 

• Lead Tables with a Dash, “-", Crashed During Database Import 

Removed restriction of a dash in table imports. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4233) 

Issues Resolved in Cross Media 8.4 

• Error Messages Cleared After Successful Execution 

In certain circumstances, database error messages persist even after the underlying cause has been 

resolved. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4215) 

• Designer has Access to Shared Accounts  

Fixed the issue where the designer user was able to view and access shared accounts using the default 

designer login credentials in Cross Media. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4221)  

• Cross Media Login Crashes with Large Record Count 

In limited instances where a Cross Media installation contains many data environments with hundreds 

of leads each, login may be prevented. This issue has been resolved. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-

4203)  

• Creating an Empty Form Group with Empty Caption Crashes UI 

Corrected the issue where the above combination crashes the user interface. (Issue Reference: 

DIRSMILE-4115) 

• SQL Issue with Upgrade from 7.8 to 8.4 

Resolved an SQL error for specific instances where upgrading from v7.8 to v8.4 caused a relational 

database error. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4180) 

• Garamond Not Rendered Correctly (Cross Media and VDP Enterprise) 

Fixed an issue where Garamond Bold was rendered as Garamond in the PDF. (Issue Reference: 

DIRSMILE-4175) 

• Jobs Fail with Backend Restart Message (Cross Media and VDP Enterprise) 

Resolved the restart issue introduced with an earlier version of 8.4. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4160) 

• Radio Button Validation in Classic Campaigns 

Addressed the issue of incorrect validation of radio buttons. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4104) 

• Item Visibility Ignored on PDF in Certain Cases 

Items on a non-existing layer ignored visibility constraints in specific instances using the Classic 

designer. This issue has been resolved. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4196) 

• Render Server not Rendering with Errors 

When VDP started it would continue to run render engines even though the total amount exceeded the 

maximum. This led to errors on the image servers. (Issue References: DIRSMILE-4154) 
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• Value Separator missing from CSV Files Exported via the Data Table Extension Item  

CSV files exported using the Data Table extension item would contain columns that were not 

recognized by Excel. These column would be combined causing confusion in the spreadsheet. (Issue 

References: DIRSMILE-4182) 

• Importing of Database File Ignores New Columns 

Column mapping that specifies which columns to upload to an imported database, as well as new 

columns to be added to the database would be ignored during the importing process. (Issue 

References: DIRSMILE-4162) 

• Unable to Delete Certain User Created Columns 

User created columns that start with DSM_ would be confused with internal columns and could not be 

deleted later. Now users are unable to create columns that begin with DSM_ in their name. (Issue 

References: DIRSMILE-4163) 

• Execute Workflow Action not Working with Register New User 

Execute Workflow Action button action did not work when used in a Register New User button type. 

(Issue References: DIRSMILE-4116) 

• Hidden Required Fields Stop Form Submittal 

A form with required fields that were hidden would keep a user from the submitting the form. (Issue 

References: DIRSMILE-4123) 

• User Images Data Relation Produces the Wrong URLs 

The User Images All data relation table would display the Xmedia ID of the user currently logged into 

the campaign in the URL column instead of the user that uploaded the image.  (Issue References: 

DIRSMILE-4159) 

• Exported Databases contain Incorrect Sorting 

Campaign databases do not export to CSV files with database entries out of order. (Issue References: 

DIRSMILE-4078) 

• Table Extension Item Honors Data Relation Column Order 

The Table extension item allows the selection and sequencing of columns to be defined in how they 

appear on the web page. The sequence was not honored and has been resolved. (Issue Reference: 

DIRSMILE-4111) 

• Campaign Import Causes File Deletion in Specific Circumstance 

Importing a campaign which contains pURL these files to be deleted. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-

4109) 

• Incorrect Link from Email to URL During Specific Copy and Paste Actions 

Resolved an issue where copying and pasting text including a link created a duplicate ID resulting in an 

incorrect link. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4088) 

• PDF Rendering Timeout 

Resolved an issue where PDF rendering timed out in very specific instances in the Classic Designer. 

(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4077) 

• Removed Extra “No Hyphenation” Dropdown 

In the SmartCanvas Print Designer the second “No Hyphenation” selection was removed from the Text 

Frame Options dialogue. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3811) 
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• Text Cropped While Editing Then Zooming 

Resolved the issue where text is cropped during the editing and subsequent zooming into the text box. 

(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3814) 

• PDF Rendering Fails in Specific Configurations (Cross Media and VDP Enterprise) 

Resolved the issue where PDFs with an image linked to a data relation variable pointing to a blank URL 

failed. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4043) 

• Database Fields and Variables in SmartCanvas Print Designer Image Sets 

Database fields and variables can now be selected from the Database Icon when configuring a photo-

realistic image set. Previously, fields had to be manually typed into the image set text box. (Issue 

Reference: DIRSMILE-3171) 

• Campaign Database Column Action “Variable Replace” Fixed 

The Variable Replace option in the Additional actions list of the campaign database column actions is 

now operational. (Issue References: DIRSMILE-4058, DIRSMILE-4060) 

• Database Export from Dashboard in Proper Column Order 

Corrected an issue where the column order of a table on the dashboard did not download in the same 

sequence. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3827) 

• Forms Error Messages Now Show Local Language 

Error messages on forms will now use the local browser language setting for error messages. (Issue 

Reference: DIRSMILE-3872) 

• Error Panel No Longer Shows Form Errors for Unused Forms 

Resolved the issue where the Error Panel showed errors for forms that were not used for the current 

campaign. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3720) 

• Text placed in Links is Always Underlined 

It is now possible to remove the underline of text placed in a link. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3687) 

• Email Recipient / SMTP Server Title Character Count 

Resolved the issue where long email and SMTP server names caused issues in the UI. (Issue 

Reference: DIRSMILE-3152) 

Issues Resolved in Cross Media 8.3 

• Hyphenation and Text Justification Improvements 
Improved hyphenation and text justification in print documents. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3818) 

• Workflow Automation Not Sending Recurring Emails 
In certain instances, emails scheduled for a recurring day of the week were not sent after the first 
recurrence. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3948) 
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• Spot and CMYK Colors in Classic Campaign Text Boxes 
Spot and CMYK colors added to the color picker were not rendered properly in text boxes. This issue 
has been resolved. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3916) 

• Outlook.com and Outlook 365 Email Visibility 
In the continuing effort to assure that emails designed in the Cross Media Email Designer are displayed 
accurately, we identified and rectified responsive design elements that did not display properly on some 
versions of Outlook.com and Outlook 365. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-4033) 

• Editable Table in Classic Campaigns Show Error 
Resolved an error condition when deleting a record from a table in a Classic campaign. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-4009) 

• Dashboard Export of 1,000+ Records 
Corrected an issue where exporting over 1,000 records from the dashboard resulted in repetition of the 
first 1000 records. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3975) 

• Editing Classic Campaign Print Documents in the Marketing Portal 
For Classic campaigns, we’ve resolved an issue where edited print documents did not reflect the edits 
in the printed piece. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3930) 

• Classic Campaign Designer QR Code (VDP Enterprise and Cross Media) 
Resolved a bug in the Classic Campaign Designer where the a QR code placed on a print document 
causes the entire document to render as a blank page. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3919) 

• Delete Spot Colors from SmartWeb Designer 
Added the ability to delete spot colors added to the SmartWeb color palette. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3686) 

• Apply Text Formatting to Variables in SmartWeb Designer 
Corrected the issue where variables could not be formatted in the SmartWeb designer. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3870) 

• Support for Button Actions in Firefox v65 and Earlier 
Corrected an issue where button actions could not be executed in Firefox v65 and earlier. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3988) 

• Campaigns Disappear in Specific Circumstances 
Resolved the issue where campaigns and environment named with suffix “_DB” would disappear in 
specific circumstances. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3970) 

• Classic Campaign Data Relation Export 
Data relation in Classic Campaigns can now be exported. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3963) 

• Classic Campaign Designer Column Size 
Fixed an issue where the column size of a synchronized database could not be changed. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3949) 

• Printing from SmartCanvas Print Designer Using Wrong Database 
Resolved an issue where the accounts database was being used instead of the campaign database. 
(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3939) 

• Marketing Portal Skin Name Check 
An issue was discovered that creates errors when a campaign name equals a Marketing Portal skin 
name. A check has been added to campaign name creation which does not allow an identical name. 
(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3924) 

• Database Column Resize 
Resizing column widths in the Campaign Database caused a database error. The workflow for resizing 
has been improved. When editing column properties in a database table from the database designer, 
“Resize Column” has been renamed “Set character count.” (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3169) 

• Performance Degradation of Cross Media Classic Data Relations 
Increased performance speed. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3921) 
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• Animation Sets (VDP Enterprise and Cross Media) 
Video animation sets were not working in specific server configurations and have been fixed. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3897) 

• HTTP Post requests 
HTTPS post requests stopped working in an early release of v8.3. This issue has been resolved. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3889) 

• SMTP Server Configuration Error 
Resolved an issue where making changes to an SMTP server configuration in the email designer 
resulted in an error, “No smtp server domain provided.” (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3899) 

• Improvements in Document Assignment (VDP Enterprise) 
Optimized the assignment of documents to a workflow for large numbers of documents. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3879) 

• Object Styles for Web Buttons and Email Links 
Creating a new object style was not showing in the properties drop-down for a web button or email link. 
User-created object styles now appear in this list. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3832) 

• Data Relation Selection 
Resolved an issue where selecting data relation properties for editing was not possible when the data 
relation tab was out of view. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3871) 

• VDP Desktop Spot Colors (VDP Desktop application v6.5) 
Spot color tinting now shows properly. This impacts the VDP Desktop application for the EFI VDP 
module of MDSF, VDP Enterprise image set creation, as well as customers using VDP Desktop in a 
stand-alone environment. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3423) 

• Hyphenation and Text Justify 
Hyphenation and text justifying has been fixed for full justification text boxes on print documents. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3818) 

• Rotated Frames with Negative Angle (VDP Enterprise) 
Resolved the issue where a negative angle frame rotation resulted in a 0 degree rotation. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3873) 

• Document Rendering of Multiple Pages (Cross Media and VDP Enterprise) 
When previewing a multi-page document in the Administration of Cross Media and VDP Enterprise, only 
the first page is displayed. This issue has been corrected (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3854) 

• External Linked Images can be Viewed in SmartCanvas Print Designer 
Externally-linked images have always been available to be previewed and printed. However, only the 
image box without the image was available to be viewed directly in the designer. The image can now be 
rendered within the SmartCanvas Print Designer. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3761) 

• Cookie Default Values 
Resolved an issue where the default cookie value was not being stored correctly. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3853) 

• Form Validation Behaves Inconsistently 
Resolved an issue where form validation is not consistent between required fields with a validation, and 
non-required fields with a validation. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3822) 

• Workflow actions from other Data Environments 
Removed the restriction where workflow actions could not be selected from other environments. 
Previously, executing workflow actions was only available in the current environment. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3858) 

• Deselect a Data Relation in a Form Control 
Resolved the issue where a data relation bound to a form control could not be changed to a non-data 
relation mode. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3857) 
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• External Images Can Be Viewed in SmartCanvas 
VDP documents created in SmartCanvas which have links to external images can now be viewed within 
the designer in addition to the PDF preview. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3761) 

• Resolved ICC Profile Issue on PDF Presets (Cross Media and VDP Enterprise) 
ICC profiles can now be added at the Account and System level. Resolved the issue which limited the 
profile upload to only the template. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3807) 

• Multiple Print Workflow Connections Causes Unexpected Results 
Corrected the issue where in specific instances multiple browser tabs connecting to the VDP Enterprise 
Print Workflow caused a disconnection between Cross Media and the Print Workflow. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3757) 

• Special Characters and “Space” causes error in Print Workflow naming (Cross Media and VDP 
Enterprise) 
Resolved the issue where spaces and special characters in a print workflow name failed to create a 
production job. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3756) 

• 50k Record Limit on CRM 
Users of the Salesforce.com and Microsoft Dynamics integration modules are limited to synchronizing 
no more than 50k records. This limit is enforced by each respective companies to preserve 
performance. We have developed a solution to this limitation for the rare instances where more than 
50k records are used in an integrated campaign. However, due to performance issues we recommend 
that filters are used when accessing live data base relation to speed up performance. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3725) 

• Button Actions in Groups with a Data Repeater 
Fixed the issue of button actions not working in the specific instance where the button is placed in a 
group with a data relation repeat. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3798) 

• Classic Campaign QR Codes 
QR codes in classic campaigns for pURLs were not formatted correctly. This issue has been resolved. 
(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3759) 

• Meta Image Sets on pURL Not Behaving as Expected 
Resolved an issue where meta image sets were not displayed correctly on a pURL. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3276) 

• HTTPS In Classic Campaigns is Now the Default 
We have changed the default from HTTP. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3716) 

• Context Sensitive Help Results in Error in Limited Instances 
Resolved the issue of errors with context sensitive help. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3702) 

• Umlauts Not Displayed Correctly 
Image sets with umlauts are now displaying correctly in the Cross Media designer and when rendered 
to a web page. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3649) 

• “Starts With”, “Ends With” Variables 
These variables were not clearly visible when writing SmartCanvas designer functions. They are now 
visible. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3244) 

• Repeating Execution Checkbox in Automation Workflow 
It is now possible to uncheck the repeating execution checkbox in the Automation Workflow. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3685) 

• Form Validations in Classic Campaigns 
Corrected an issue where the validation of a form in Classic campaigns was not correct. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3682) 

• Module Input Validation on Classic Campaigns Not Recognized 
An input field with validation in a module does not properly validate the field when the module is placed 
on a page. The page validation no longer overrides the module validation. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3601) 
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• Creating an Empty Database Causes Error in Classic Campaigns 
Creating an empty database in a Classic Campaign no longer causes an error message. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3583) 

• Forms with Conditions to Not Write to Database on Submission 
Corrected the behavior of Forms with conditions not saving the form submission to the database. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3573, 3577) 

• Workflow Bucket Filters Product Unexpected Results with Country and Language Fields 
Resolved the issue where using a Workflow bucket filter on Country and Language produced 
unexpected results. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3572) 

• Importing CSV with Numeric keys into a Smart Canvas Form Field Causes Crash 
Numeric keys can now be added to an import without crash. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3568) 

• Classic Campaign Text Validation Generates TWO Errors 
Removed the second duplicate error message for text validation in Classic campaigns. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3520) 

• VDP Enterprise Server Settings Accessible by all SU Users 
Resolved an issue where users with SU privileges could not access server settings. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3458) 

• Barcodes on Print Documents 
The configuration of a barcode in the Smart Canvas print designer was not retained upon print output 
through the print production workflow in the VDP Enterprise administration. This has been corrected. 
(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3457) 

• Dashboard Bucket Charts can be configured 
Bucket charts added to a dashboard were previously limited to pie charts only. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3446) 

• Color swatch delete creates exception 
Resolved the issue where deleting a color swatch from a campaign prevented opening the same 
campaign. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3483) 

• Document in pURL not immediately available for preview 
When using the document in pURL extension item, a preview does not immediately reflect the change. 
This has been resolved. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3553) 

• Tester event filter state 
Resolved an issue where the clearing of Tester events did not properly reset the filter state in the 
Workflow Automation. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3551) 

• Tell-A-Friend Link Executed Twice in Classic Campaigns 
Fixed the issue of duplicate execution. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3450) 

• External Links / Internal Links Behaviors 
Resolved the issue where in limited design instances, attaching an external URL to an internal link on a 
web page produced an error. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3393) 

• Ctrl-S Save Behavior 
Ctrl-S now saves the campaign from within all designers as well as email settings. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3156) 

• Advanced Print Workflow FTP Upload 
The ability to upload a production PDF to an FTP site in the VDP Enterprise Advanced Print Workflow 
has been resolved. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3119) 

• Deleted database records no longer remain in workflow buckets 
Resolved the issue of deleted records remaining in automation workflow buckets. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3360) 

• User-Defined Form Names inconsistent across browser language settings 
Changing the Cross Media language selection sometimes changes user-defined form names. Form 
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names now stay consistent with how they were designed and will not be impacted by language 
changes. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3158) 

• Long Data Environment Names cuts off view of help menu 
Corrected the issue where, on some windows, a very long environment name may block access to the 
online help. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3148) 

• PDF Rendering Fails with GetCacheItem: Failed to load cache item payload 
Cache management has been resolved. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3348 and DIRSMILE-3479) 

• Renaming Email not consistent 
Resolved the problem of renaming an email on the Storyboard caused issues with the email URL. 
(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3151) 

• Bucket names in Dashboard were not readable 
Resolved the issue where bucket names in the dashboard were displayed in code names. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3153) 

• Marketing Portal campaign template can’t be copied with Classic Campaigns 
Resolved the issue that prevented creating a campaign from a template or copying and existing 
campaign in the Marketing Portal. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3134) 

• Print document minimum line thickness 
The minimum line thickness can be set to .001pt for print pieces, however browsers can only display a 

minimum of .4pt which is what will be displayed in the preview. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2324) 

 

Issues Resolved in Cross Media 8.2 

• User Registration Fails in Classic Campaign Designer in Specific Cases 
Resolved the issue of failed registration. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3503) 

• Automation Workflow E-Mail Action Produces Unexpected Results 
When sending emails through the automation workflow, the events in the database do not reflect the 
actual emails sent. Events have been corrected to properly represent reality. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3485) 

• QR Codes in Classic Campaigns 
Resolved the issue where outputting a QR code to a printed document produced unexpected results. 
(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3049) 

• Empty-Document Media Type 
Resolved the issue of the document type, “Empty-Document”, causing the software to hang when 
added to the storyboard. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2910) 

• VDP unable to print the less than sign 
VDP will now print the special character “<” instead of replacing it with “\.” (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-
3470) 

• Incorrect document QR code link  
QR codes produced in the Smart Canvas designer then sent to the VDP Enterprise print workflow, point 
users to the appropriate link instead of example.com. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3457) 

• Email workflow display error 
Automated emails sent through a workflow display the correct entry in the events database. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3485) 

• Register new users fails in classic campaign 
Online registration works in version 8 classic designer for campaigns created in version 7. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-3503) 

• External links in emails not resolved  
Fixed the issue where links to external URLs outside of the campaign are not resolved. Added after 
release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3441) 
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• Fixed Japanese Translation Error 
Translation error in the marketing portal has been fixed. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3426) 

• Saving campaign causes error 
In specific campaign configurations, save errors may occur. Created a fix to prevent these incorrect 
campaign configurations. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3411) 

• Unable to Output PDF VT1 and PDF 1.7 from Automated Print Workflow 
Resolved the issue of printing PDF VT1 and PDF 1.7 from the VDP Enterprise print workflow. Added 
after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3392) 

• Output Pages Exceeds Records in Campaign 
Resolved the issue where in certain circumstances the number of VDP pages output exceeded the 
number of records in the campaign. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3373) 

• Image Links In Production PDF 
Image links became unavailable when the production PDF is created. This issue has been resolved. 
Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3368) 

• GIF Images supported 
Resolved scaling issues when using GIF images in the Smart Canvas print designer. Added after 
release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3363) 

• Validated Form Data causes errors 
In specific circumstances where “required” form data is hidden on a form submission page, a server-
side error occurs. This behavior has been fixed. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-3359) 

• NEW Clickatell SMS API Supported 
This only applies to Clickatell customers that have subscribed to the Clickatell SM Platform. These are 
Clickatell accounts created after November 2016. The SMS Platform API recently changed. The XML 
string needed for this new platform is in this format: 

<SMS Integration="Clickatell" Token="{YOUR_TOKEN_HERE}" 
FromNumber="{FROM_NUMBER}" > 
  <ReturnCode Value="DELIVERED_TO_GATEWAY" Text="Delivered to the upstream 
gateway or network (delivered to the recipient)." Success="yes" /> 
  <ReturnCode Value="RECEIVED_BY_RECIPIENT" Text="Received by Recipient, 
Confirmation of receipt on the handset of the recipient." Success="yes" /> 
</SMS> 

Replace {YOUR_TOKEN_HERE} with your Clickatell token. Also, you may replace 
{FROM_NUMBER} with your US 2-way number. 

Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3163) 

• QR Code Formatting not consistent across previews 

The inconsistency of rendering the QR code within the Print Designer, PDF Preview, and Print Workflow 

PDF has been fixed. All views are consistent. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-

3337) 

• Checkbox error message for a form has been removed 

The checkbox error message field on the Form Designer has been removed to allow the browser to 

provide the error message in the browser language. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: 

DIRSMILE-3241) 

• Failed to generate PDF from a DocML 

Resolved an issue where an incorrect ContentType stalls the cache service. Added after release of 8.2. 

(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3332) 
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• Changing the link Target for text links when not using English 

Resolved the issue where text links for all languages other than English had no effect. Added after 

release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3347) 

• Sent rendering fails with option PNG (VDP Enterprise and Cross Media) 

Resolved the issue where rendering an image set with a VDP document or within Cross Media gave 

back an error of File not found. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3328) 

• PDF containing Variable/Switch causes preview error 

Fixed issue on preview for variables and switches. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: 

DIRSMILE-3275) 

• Range Error for Variables 

Resolved issue where a variable in the email subject line caused an error. Added after release of 8.2. 

(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3285) 

• Dashboard Errors Now Indicate Chart(s) With Issues 

In the instance of a dashboard loading with errors, the offending charts are now identified with a 

Triangle Exclamation and an error message. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-

3258) 

• Dashboard Survey Charts Now Display Form Name 

Survey charts placed on a dashboard did not display the originating form which made it difficult to 

troubleshoot issues with the chart. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3267) 

• Adding HTML to a form can cause unexpected behaviors 

Resolved an issue where forms will be broken when HTML is added. Added after release of 8.2. (Issue 

Reference: DIRSMILE-3257) 

• HTML blocks displaying “Lorem Ipsum…” in Classic Campaigns 

Resolved the issue where an HTML element added to a Classic Campaign displays “Lorem Ipsum.” 

Added after release of 8.2. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2128) 

• Column drop in Outlook.com and Outlook 365 

Resolved the issue where using a column drop with an image in the email designer did not perform as 

expected when the email is viewed in Outlook.com or Outlook 365. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3260) 

• Using page links causes “/lp.do” URL extension 

Solved issue where page links created URLs with the /lp.do extension. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-

3252) 

• Proof render error 

Resolved an issue where in specific installations, rendering a proof through the VDP Enterprise print 

workflow caused a failure. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3162) 

• Copying filter items in the Classic Campaign designer 

Fixed the issue of copying campaign database filter items causing a null pointer exception. This 

resolution has been merged into version 8.1. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3106) 

• Multiple registered subdomains correctly mapped 

Solved an issue where only the first domain is mapped correctly when multiple subdomains are 

mapped. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3238) 

• Web documents are not rendered correctly when sent to VDP Enterprise print workflow 

In certain circumstances, web documents will preview correctly on screen but the changes to the 

document will be lost when sent to the print workflow. This has been corrected for Cross Media and 

VDP Enterprise. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3027) 

• Synchronizing Salesforce.com leads 

When using the SFDC module, Campaign Database lead synchronization produced an error. The error 

has been resolved. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3112) 
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• Pixel Perfect Zoom 

Solved the issue with Pixel Perfect text not being updated during a zoom. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-

3108) 

• Drop shadows added to a layer appear on a different layer 

Resolved the issue where drop shadows were showing on the incorrect layer. (Issue Reference: 

DIRSMILE-3043) 

• Synchronization settings for Classic (Silverlight) Campaigns are saved 

Classic campaigns allow synchronized columns to be set to “Needs Confirmation” if a change is made. 

In certain circumstances, a change to the synchronization settings inadvertently turned off the “Needs 

Confirmation” setting. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-3035)  

• DPI error message off screen on print documents 

In certain circumstances where an image takes up a large portion of the screen real estate, the DPI 

warning/error message is outside the view error. The error message now appears in the center of the 

screen. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2083) 

• Database linked images are not appearing on documents 

Solved the issue of images not appearing on a print document if the image box is linked to a database 

column. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2500) 

• Redirect pURL on print document not displayed 

Solved the issue in classic campaigns where a redirect pURL does not display on a print document. 

(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2981) 

• Importing Classic Campaigns Not Working 

Solved the issue where users were unable to import Classic campaigns. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-

2970) 

• RGBA Text Input Addressed 

Addressed the issue where entering RGBA color to a color swatch via text input did not work. (Issue 

Reference: DIRSMILE-2632) 

• System Font Families Now Available in the web designer 

System fonts can now be added from the Font Manager by clicking Add customer > Add system font. 

(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2628) 

• Copy Reflow causes unintended line break when “.” is used 

Resolved the issue of a period causing a line break in certain circumstances. (Issue Reference: 

DIRSMILE-2810) 

• SmartWeb Custom Formats Line Height input fails 

Resolved the issue of adding customer line heights to text in the web editor. (Issue Reference: 

DIRSMILE-2627) 

• {{PersonalUrl}} is missing the url part for Classic Campaign templates when rendering 

In some instances, the PersonalURL is missing during rendering. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2685) 
 

• Deleting an environment removed the environment from the user interface 

Resolved issue of deleted environments showing in UI after reloading the campaign. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2554) 
 

• Data relations available as a source in forms 

Form field configuration now allows data relations from the form field configuration screen. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-1864) 
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• Inconsistencies with “®” showing as “Æ” in some situations 

The Registered ® is now being displayed properly. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2405) 
 

• Adding or deleting colors from the print color palette 

Added colors now appear in the color palette without the need to close and re-open the palette. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-2504) 
 

• Linking an image to a form field 

Resolved issue with linking an image to a form field. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2646) 
 

• Data relations with no rows not visible 

Resolved the issue where a data relation with no rows (for example, due to a filter) is no longer 
available for use within the designer. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2710) 
 

• Unexpected results when adding columns to data relation tables 

Resolved the issue with the LPLogin and xmediaID columns getting moved to the far right of the table 
when new columns are added to the data relations. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2698) 
 

• .TIF file format now supported 

.TIF files are now supported in the image libraries. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2728) 
 

• .PSD file format now supported 

.PSD files are now supported in the image libraries. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2657) 

Issues Resolved in Cross Media 8.1  

Rendering 
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• PDF Previews hide certain text on some large format print documents 

In certain workflows for large format print pieces, text is no longer hidden during PDF preview. (Issue 

Reference: DIRSMILE-2796) 

Database, Data Relations, & Environment 

• Clicking External Links does not create an event 

Resolved the issue of events not being created when a campaign participant clicks an external link. 

(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2884) 

• Duplicate record check does not work 

Resolved the issue where checking for duplicate records in a data relation did not work. (Issue 

Reference: DIRSMILE-2891) 

• Fixed "Data Relation Write to Multiple" button 

This corrects the specific use case when using an internal database data relation which points to a 

synchronized database. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2854) 

• Proper error message for Synchronized DB record deletion 

Records may not be deleted in synchronized databases. There is now an error message when a user 

tries to delete a record. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2836) 

• LpLogin contains '.' when first field is empty 

The '.' has been removed when using an LpLogin of the form [[FirstName]] + . + [[LastName]] and the 

[[FirstName]] is blank. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2643) 

• Sync setting of a synchronized data relation 
Changing the synchronized column list inside the synchronization settings of a synchronized database 
no longer breaks the synchronization settings. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2708) 

• Display of Data Relations with no records 
Resolved the issue that was causing Data Relations with no records to not be displayed in the page 
editor. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2710) 
 

• Data Relation column sort order 
The sort order of Data Relation columns now follows the default order of the default database. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-2698) 
 

• Data Relation parameter changes 
Changes made to Data Relation parameters (e.g., user name / password inside salesforce / dynamics 
data relation) are now retained when the campaign is reloaded. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2650) 
 

• Data Relation variable switches in VDP online (Classic Campaign) 
Switches for Data Relation variables in VDP online documents now work properly. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2639) 
 

• Documents with Data Relation fail with “campaign not found” error  
Document rendering no longer fails (i.e., with a “campaign name not found” error) when the document 
contains a Data Relation and the campaign name is different from the design name. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2531) 
 

• Data Relations with filters having more than one condition set 
Campaigns now open properly when you have assigned a filter to a data relation that has more than 
one condition set (e.g., (([[DefaultDatabase.Firstnamel]] == 'Kelly') && ([[DefaultDatabase.Lastname]] 
== 'Rosario')) ). Previously, you were unable to open any campaign inside the current environment after 
reloading the campaign. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2617) 
 

• Deleted environments 
Deleted environments now remain deleted after reloading. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2554) 
 

• Editable data table 
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Data relations can be modified or deleted again using the editable data table module. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2509) 
 

• Data Relation variable in email 
Data Relation variables in emails now work. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2505) 
 

• Document rendering for variables that contain x-functions 
Documents containing variables with x-functions now render properly. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-
2502)  
 

Forms & Fields 

• \XXX Now supported in QR Codes 

QR codes now support \XXX values for use in vCards and other applications where line feeds, carriage 

returns, etc., are needed. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2528) 

 

• Single line radio button loses its required state 
When checking the Required checkbox in the Single Line Radio control in a form, the checkbox no 
longer loses its state when opening the dialog again. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2892) 
 

• Fixed registration form validation 
When using registration forms, records were created in the database before javascript checks were 
performed.  (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2885) 
 

• Display of form input values  
When a form contains multiple groups with form fields at the same position, the system now displays 
the values properly. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2642)  
 

• Document / page / email values now displayed properly 
When exported documents / pages / email variables now display the correct values instead of internal 
database IDs. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2633) 
 

• Copying logic condition fields from v. 7 designer to v. 8 
Logic conditions fields copied from v. 7 designer to v. 8 fail with the message “this is not an x.” (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-2599) 
 

• Binary formatter throws a cast exception when reading policy file 
Binary formatter no longer throws a cast exception when reading policy file. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2584) 
 

• Email share items 
Adding a share item to an email no longer causes the center-aligned image to be shifted to the right. 
(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2577) 
 

• Email layout: horizontal group alignment 
Vertical alignment of horizontal group items now works as expected. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-
2576)  
 

• Date input type 
The Date input type now works properly to make use of the browser’s date picker. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2574) 
 

• Creating new image categories 
The system no longer shows an error dialog when a new category is created. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2553) 

• Drag-and-drop text items 
Text items can now be dragged and dropped as expected in the layout tree. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2525) 
 

Localization 
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• Display of translation table for imported campaigns 
Resolved the issue that was preventing the translation table from being displayed after a campaign was 
imported. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2693) 
 

Campaign Workflow & Elements 

• Rename Accept Cookie button 
Corrected a previous issue where the Accept Cookie button could not be renamed. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2626) 

• Auto fix toggle for Outlook email display 
Microsoft Outlook displays emails in a unique fashion and Cross Media can address specific formatting 
requirements. This new checkbox turns on/off the auto-fix feature. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2838) 
 

 

 

• Uploading Classic Campaigns 
In specific instances, uploading a Classic Campaign no longer fails. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2763) 

• Deleting Themes 
A Cross Media designer can now delete a theme. The designer must have the private keys to execute 
this action. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2631) 

• Removing email attachments 

It is now possible to remove previously added document email attachments (i.e. by selecting an empty 
row in the pull-down menu). (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2660) 
 

• Sending test SMS  
You can now send a test SMS to ensure the text message campaign element is working. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-2655) 
 

• Switching storyboards and test email dialog 
Switching storyboards after closing the test email dialog no longer reopens the send test email dialog. 
(Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2590) 
 

• Renaming workflow items 
When you rename an item in a workflow, the title is now displayed in the dialog. Previously, it was 
showing “null” for actions. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2585) 
 

• Imported campaign names 
The system now checks availability of a campaign name before importing. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2568)  
 

• Deleting items from a workflow 
The system now requires that users confirm deletion of any workflow item deleted using the Del or 
BACKSPACE key. (Issue References: DIRSMILE-2542, DIRSMILE-2543) 
 

• Google fonts in documents 
Google fonts now render correctly again in documents. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2510) 
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• Automation workflow for sending emails 
It is now possible to create greater than and less than filters in the automation workflow. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-2459) 
 

• Automation workflow for specifying email destination 
You can now select a destination for the event filter configuration “E-mail link clicked.” (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2458) 
 

• Send test email settings in the Marketing Portal 
The send test email settings in the marketing portal now display the correct record. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2400) 
 

• Send email settings in the Marketing Portal 
Email send-out settings no longer force the choice between sending to 0 leads or all leads. Previously,  
email send-out was showing the number incorrectly, and users were given no choice when using filters 
for the send-out. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2399) 
 

• Bullet point formatting 
You can now customize the width, height, color, and corner radius of bullet points. (Issue Reference: 
DIRSMILE-2426) 
 

• Bullet points in text styles 
Bullet points in text styles are now working properly. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2408)   
 

• Drop shadows on objects 
Drop shadows applied to objects are now retained when new pages are added to the template. (Issue 
Reference: DIRSMILE-2422) 
 

• Design preview in resized browser 
Resizing the browser no longer breaks the preview. Previously, at some point in browser resizing the 
preview was no longer visible. (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2410) 
 

• Page links containing – character 
Resolved the issue that was causing page links not to work when the page link contains a hyphen 
character ( - ). (Issue Reference: DIRSMILE-2374) 
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End of Life Announcements 

The following functionality will be no longer supported or continued: 

• Video Image Sets – June 2020 
Video image sets will no longer be supported in Cross Media, VDP Enterprise, and VDP Desktop. 
Existing video image sets can continue to be used until this time, but future development may 
eventually render these sets unusable.   
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System Requirements 

Please ensure your system meets the following minimum requirements before beginning the installation process. 

EFI MarketDirect Cross Media 

Hardware and Software 

Processor • x64- processor with at least 1.5 GHz and 8 or more virtual cores 

RAM • 32 GB 

Hard disk • 500+ GB (failsafe storage with backup strategy recommended) 

Accessibility • Fixed IP-address with 100Mbit download and upload Internet 
connection (or higher) 

• RDP access for the DirectSmile network 

• Ports Out: 25, 465, 80, 443, 20-21 

• Ports In: 80, 443 

• Public SSL certificate (not included) 

Operating System • Windows Server 2012 R2 through Windows Server 2019 

Required Components  Not Included:  

• MS SQL 2012 Web Edition or higher 

Included (installed as part of the server solution): 

• MS Access database engine 2007/2010 

• Redis 

• .NET Framework 4.0 

• .NET Framework 4.6.1 

• Microsoft Silverlight 5 

• Microsoft Silverlight SDK 4/5 

• Visual C++ 2005 SP1 Redistributable Package 

• Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable Package 

• Visual C++ 2010 Redistributable Package  

• Visual C++ 2013 Redistributable Package 

• Visual C++ 2015 Redistributable Package 

Windows Browser for Designer 

For Cross Media Pro  

Classic Campaign Designer 

• Chrome, Internet Explorer 11 or later, Firefox, Chrome, Edge 

• Internet Explorer 11 or later (not including Edge), Firefox ESR 52.9.0 
or earlier 

Mac Browser for Designer 

For Cross Media Pro  

Classic Campaign Designer 

 

• Chrome, Safari, Firefox 

• Safari 11.0 or earlier, Firefox ESR 52.9.0 or earlier 

Email/SMS Distribution • EFI does not provide Email and SMS distribution capabilities. We 
recommend Sendgrid for Email and Clickatell for SMS distribution. 

 


